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Previous studies of chemotaxis models with consumption of the chemoattractant
(with or without fluid) have not been successful in explaining pattern formation
even in the simplest form of concentration near the boundary, which had been ex-
perimentally observed.
Following the suggestions that the main reason for that is usage of inappropriate
boundary conditions, in this article we study solutions to the stationary chemotaxis
system {
0 = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c)
0 = ∆c− nc
in bounded domains Ω ⊂ RN , N ≥ 1, under no-flux boundary conditions for n and
the physically meaningful condition
∂νc = (γ − c)g
on c, with given parameter γ > 0 and g ∈ C1+β(Ω) satisfying g ≥ 0, g 6≡ 0 on ∂Ω.
We prove existence and uniqueness of solutions for any given mass
∫
Ω
n > 0. These
solutions are non-constant.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Chemotaxis–consumption models
Chemotaxis models with signal consumption, like{
nt = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c),
ct = ∆c− nc,
(1)
have received quite some interest over the last decade, especially in the context of
chemotaxis–fluid models that had been introduced in [38], see, e.g., [36], Sections 4.1
and 4.2 of the survey [2] or the introduction of [6] and references therein.
Here, n denotes the concentration of some bacteria (for example of the species Bacillus
subtilis), whose otherwise random motion is partially directed towards higher concentra-
tions c of a signalling substance (oxygen) they consume.
Accounting for a liquid environment, these equations are then usually coupled to in-
compressible Navier–Stokes or Stokes equations with a driving force −n∇Φ arising from
density differences between fluid containing large or small amounts of bacteria:
nt + u · ∇n = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c),
ct + u · ∇c = ∆c− nc,
ut + u∇u = ∆u+∇P − n∇Φ, ∇ · u = 0.
(2)
One of the main questions motivating the study of this system and its relatives was
whether and how (2) can account for the emergence of large scale coherent patterns, as
observed experimentally in [11, 38]. There were also other motivations; see, e.g., the
question posed in the title of [44], or the introduction of [4] and references therein; but
at least with regard to the first-mentioned matter, results on the long-term behaviour of
solutions to (2), paint a different picture:
Not only small-data solutions to (2) in three-dimensional domains (see e.g. [6] or [7, 45,
35]), but also every classical solution in Ω ⊂ R2 ([41, 46, 17, 12]) and even every “eventual
energy solution” to (2) converges to the stationary, constant state ( 1|Ω|
∫
Ω n0, 0, 0), [44].
Also if the diffusion in the first equation of (2) is of porous-medium type (see e.g. [10])
and the chemotaxis term is of a more general form ([42]), solutions tend to a constant
equilibrium. (Analogues for the fluid-free settings exist: [37, 13, 25].)
Even the combination with logistic population growth terms (+κn−µn2), whose interplay
with chemotaxis systems of signal production type is known to result in quite colourful
and nontrivial dynamics ([29, 40, 21]), does nothing to change these circumstances: In
[22], weak solutions have been constructed that eventually become smooth – and converge
to the spatially homogeneous state (κµ , 0, 0). Also in the fluid-free setting every bounded
solution converges to the constant state, [23]. This trend towards homogeneous equilibria
moreover extends to scenarios of food-supported proliferation, [43].
Yet, apparently, convergence to a constant, and hence structureless, state suggests the
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opposite of pattern formation.—Nevertheless, it might be possible that interesting dy-
namics occur within a smaller timeframe (cf. [40, 21] for a corresponding observation
in signal-production chemotaxis systems; and even finite-time blow-up has not been ex-
cluded (but neither proven) for some settings); there is, however, another possible culprit
for this strong discrepancy between experimental and theoretical outcomes that, in our
opinion, should be investigated first:
1.2 The boundary condition
In [38, page 2279], Tuval et al. state that the “boundary conditions [...] are central to the
global flows and possible singularities”. All of the above-mentioned results use homoge-
neous Neumann boundary conditions for both n and c, which may be mathematically
convenient, but is not entirely realistic, for while it seems reasonable to assume that
the bacteria do not leave or enter the domain (a drop of water), and oxygen does not
penetrate the part of the boundary that is comprised of the area of contact between the
drop and a surface on which it is resting, the interface between the fluid and surrounding
air certainly does admit passage of oxygen, especially if its concentration in the water
has plummeted due to activity of the bacteria.
Instead we propose to prescribe the following boundary condition, a derivation of which
can be found in [5]: In accordance with Henry’s law modelling the dissolution of gas in
water, cf. [1, sec. 5.3, p.144], we consider
∂ν c(x) = (γ − c(x))g(x) for x ∈ ∂Ω, (3)
where the constant γ > 0 denotes the maximal saturation of oxygen in the fluid and the
influx of oxygen is proportional to the difference between current and maximal concen-
tration on the fluid surface (see [1, section 5.3 on page 144]). The function g models the
absorption rate of the gaseous oxygen into the fluid. The gaseous oxygen concentration
can assumed to be constant, because the oxygen-diffusion coefficient in air is three orders
of magnitude larger than that in the fluid [38, page 2279]. This would lead to a constant
absorption rate (i.e. g = const.) if all of the boundary were part of the water–air inter-
face. Since this is not the case in general, we will incorporate a function accounting for
different permeabilities of different parts of the boundary: no flux should take place on
the boundary between water and a solid surface: We consider g = 0 on the solid–water
interface and g ≥ 0, but g 6≡ 0, so that there is some water–air boundary.
In [38], it is assumed that the absorption rate at the water–air boundary is large such
that the Dirichlet boundary conditions
0 = (c(x)− γ) for x ∈ ∂Ω
were posed, corresponding to a formal limit of g → ∞ in (3). (Cf. also Proposition 5.3
below.)
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We will show that then the stationary system corresponding to (1), i.e.
0 = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c) in Ω,
0 = ∆c− nc in Ω,
∂ν c = (γ − c)g on ∂Ω,
∂ν n = n∂ν c on ∂Ω
(4)
has a solution, which moreover is unique for each prescribed total bacterial mass
∫
Ω n
and is non-constant.
1.3 Classical, signal-production chemotaxis systems
This result offers a contrast to the classical Keller–Segel model
ut = ∆u−∇ · (u∇v) in Ω,
vt = ∆v − v + u in Ω,
∂ν u = ∂ν v = 0 on ∂Ω,
(5)
whose stationary solutions by the striking result of [14] are known to serve as limit for
global solutions, but form a much more complicated set, see [34]; in particular solutions
are non-unique: Constants obviously solve the stationary problem of (5), but there are
also non-constant solutions, see [3, Sec. 6] for the radially symmetric case and [16, Sec.
5], [39] as well as [34] and [18].
The situation for related systems, like Keller–Segel with logarithmic sensitivity, is similar,
as studies of the “Lin–Ni–Takagi problem” show (see [26] and its descendants). More on
the question of nonhomogeneous stationary solutions and bifurcation analysis in a large
class of Keller–Segel like systems (that is, with quite diverse parameters and possible
nonlinearities, but always homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions) can also be found
in the classical article [31] by R. Schaaf.
1.4 Previous work on chemotaxis–consumption models with other
boundary conditions
Signal-consumption models with boundary conditions different from homogeneous Neu-
mann conditions have primarily appeared in numerical experiments that recover patterns
like those experimentally observed, see [38], [8], [24].
Analytical results that include such boundary conditions are the following: In [27], the
paper that started the mathematical study of chemotaxis-fluid systems and proves local
existence of weak solutions, an inhomogeneous Dirichlet condition for c on parts of the
boundary of a bounded domain in R2 is mentioned; we have already referred to [5],
where global weak solutions to a chemotaxis fluid model with logistic growth are proven
to exist under (3). The recent work [30] deals with the domain R2 × (0, 1), imposing
inhomogeneous Dirichlet condition c = γ on the “top” surface and proving existence and
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convergence of solutions starting (H2-)close to (0, γ, 0). (For technical reasons, the proof
needs a consumption term that grows at least quadratically in n.) Non-zero boundary
data, in form of either a Dirichlet or a Neumann condition, are also posed in [19], where
the system {
nt = nxx − (nE(c)x)x,
ct = cxx − nE(c)
is studied in one-dimensional domains, for an “energy function” E which has only one
local maximum and satisfies E(c) → 0 for both c → 0 and c → ∞. Existence of global,
bounded solutions is shown. Steady states of this system have been considered in [20].
Their existence and uniqueness depends on the relation between the total mass
∫
Ω n and
the size of the boundary data.
Up to now, results on stationary states in higher dimension and any treatment of the
boundary condition (3) beyond existence of weak solutions to the parabolic problem are
missing. This is the gap we intend to fill with the present article.
1.5 Statement of the main result and plan of the article
In order to give the main theorem, let us first specify the more technical assumptions
that we will make:
With some numbers N ∈ N and β∗ ∈ (0, 1), assumed to be fixed throughout the article,
we will usually pose the following condition on the domain:
Ω ⊂ RN is a bounded domain with C2+β∗-boundary. (6)
As motivated above, in stating the boundary condition we will use some function
g ∈ C1+β∗(Ω), g ≥ 0 on ∂Ω, g 6≡ 0 on ∂Ω. (7)
With these, we can state our main results:
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω satisfy (6), let g be as in (7) and γ > 0.
For every m > 0 there is exactly one pair (n, c) ∈ (C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω))2 that solves (4) and
satisfies
∫
Ω n = m. This solution is positive in Ω in both components, but not constant.
While the result that the solutions are non-constant is already well in line with the
desired outcome, it seems expedient to attempt to gain further insight into the shape of
solutions, at least in particular situations.
Theorem 1.2. Let Ω = BR(0) ⊂ RN be the ball for some R > 0, let g > 0 and γ > 0 be
constant and (n, c) the solution of (4) by Theorem 1.1. Then n and c are strictly convex.
Theorem 1.1 will be proven at the end of Section 4. One of the keystones of this proof is
the observation that (4) can be transformed into the scalar problem{
∆c = αcec in Ω,
∂ν c = (γ − c)g on ∂Ω,
(8)
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for some parameter α, if n = αec, cf. also [31, Thm. 2.1] for the classical Keller–
Segel system. (The first equation, i.e. the equation this result is concerned with, is
identical, although there is a miniscule difference in the boundary conditions also for
n.) For (4), however, it turns out that the dependence between the parameter α and
the bacterial mass is bijective and monotone. This is both an important difference to
signal-production Keller–Segel systems, cf. [31] and the boundary concentration results,
especially their method of proof, in [9], and not immediately trivial. Indeed, the largest
part of the section dealing with the scalar equation (Section 3) will be Section 3.3 which
will be concerned with the relation between α and the mass
∫
Ω n. Its core idea will be
to examine the derivative of solutions c (or rather of
∫
Ω αe
c) with respect to α; but some
care is necessary to make this idea rigorous. In Section 4 we will use this dependence
along with existence results from Section 3.1 to study the full system (4).
In Section 5.1, we prove Theorem 1.2. The proof rests on symmetry of the solution
and classical characterizations of convexity. After that, we will further illustrate (4)
by deriving an implicit representation formula for the solution in the one-dimensional
setting (Section 5.2) and, by numerical results in three dimension showing that n and c
are convex for Ω = B1(0) as stated by Theorem 1.2 (Section 5.3). Moreover, we compare
the stationary solution of (1) with a stationary of the chemotaxis-Navier-Stokes equations
(2).
However, we begin by recalling some known, but essential prerequisites:
2 Preliminaries
Maximum principle and Hopf’s boundary lemma are tools we will invoke often. We use
them in the form of [15, Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.4] – but do not cite them here.
The following regularity result will turn out to be useful:
Lemma 2.1. Let Ω ⊂ RN be a bounded C2-domain. Then there are C > 0 and β0 > 0
such that every function u ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) satisfies
‖u‖Cβ0 (Ω) ≤ C
(‖u‖C0(Ω) + ‖∆u‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∂ν u‖L∞(∂Ω)) .
Proof. This is [28, Thm. 1.1].
Naturally, large parts of our analysis will be concerned with elliptic equations with Robin
boundary conditions. Their solvability is asserted by
Lemma 2.2. Let Ω be a C2+β domain in RN and let a ∈ Cβ(Ω), a ≤ 0, and b ∈
C1+β(∂Ω), b ≥ 0 such that
(i) b > 0 or at least (ii) a 6≡ 0 or b 6≡ 0.
Then for every f ∈ Cβ(Ω) and ϕ ∈ C1+β(∂Ω), the problem
(∆ + a)u = f in Ω, ∂ν u+ bu = ϕ on ∂Ω
has a unique C2+β(Ω) solution.
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Proof. While (i) is (a special case of) [15, Theorem 6.31], the more general part (ii)
corresponds to the remark after said theorem, [15, p.124].
Higher-order Schauder estimates for these equations are also available:
Lemma 2.3. Let Ω be a C2+β domain in RN , and let u ∈ C2+β(Ω) be a solution in Ω
of −∆u+ au = f satisfying the boundary condition
B(x)u ≡ b(x)u+ ∂ν u = ϕ(x), x ∈ ∂Ω.
It is assumed that f ∈ Cβ(Ω), ϕ ∈ C1,β(Ω), a ∈ Cβ(Ω) and b ∈ C1,β(Ω) with
‖a‖Cβ(Ω), ‖b‖C1+β(Ω), ‖ν‖C1+β(Ω) ≤ Λ.
Then
‖u‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C(‖u‖C0(Ω) + ‖ϕ‖C1+β(Ω) + ‖f‖Cβ(Ω)),
where C = C(N, β,Λ,Ω).
Proof. This is part of [15, Theorem 6.30].
3 The scalar equation
3.1 A priori estimates and solvability
We will first deal with the single scalar equation that will turn out to be equivalent to
the system we are interested in (see Lemma 4.1). The first objective is its solvability, to
be proven based on a Schauder fixed-point argument, which we prepare by providing a
priori estimates for solutions to{
∆c = αcec˜ in Ω,
∂ν c = (γ − c)g on ∂Ω.
(9)
Of course, facts derived for this system also apply to (8) if we just insert c˜ = c.
Lemma 3.1. Let α ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and let Ω be as in (6) and g as in (7). If a function
c ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) solves (9) for some c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω), β ∈ (0, 1), then c is not constant,
unless αγ = 0 and c ≡ γ.
Proof. If c were constant, the boundary condition in (9) would imply 0 = (γ− c)g on ∂Ω
and, due to g 6≡ 0, hence c ≡ γ. But c ≡ γ does not solve ∆c = αcec˜, unless αγ = 0.
Lemma 3.2. Let α ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and Ω and g as in (6) and (7). If c ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω)
solves (9) for some c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω), β ∈ (0, 1), then c > 0 in Ω or c ≡ 0 and αγ = 0.
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Proof. The function (−c), being a solution to L(−c) = 0 for L = ∆ − αec˜, is either
constant (which by Lemma 3.1 results in c ≡ γ > 0 or c ≡ γ and αγ = 0) or cannot
achieve a non-negative maximum in Ω [15, Thm. 3.5], which would entail existence of
x0 ∈ ∂Ω such that (−c)(x0) > (−c)(x) for all x ∈ Ω. If then −c(x0) were non-negative,
by Hopf’s boundary lemma [15, L. 3.4] we could conclude ∂ν (−c)(x0) > 0. The boundary
condition in (8) and non-negativity of g would turn this into
0 < (c(x0)− γ)g(x0) ≤ (0− γ)g(x0) = −γg(x0) ≤ 0,
which is contradictory and hence proves that maxΩ(−c) is negative.
Lemma 3.3. Let α ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 and let Ω be as in (6) and g as in (7). If c ∈ C2(Ω)∩C1(Ω)
solves (9) for some c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω), β ∈ (0, 1), then 0 < c(x) < γ for all x ∈ Ω or c ≡ γ and
αγ = 0.
Proof. Applying the strong maximum principle [15, Thm. 3.5] to the uniformly ellip-
tic operator L := ∆ − αec˜, we can conclude that either c is constant (and hence, by
Lemma 3.1, c ≡ γ and αγ = 0), or c cannot achieve its (according to Lemma 3.2,
necessarily nonnegative) maximum in the interior of Ω so that there must be x0 ∈ ∂Ω
satisfying c(x0) > c(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ Ω. By Hopf’s boundary point lemma [15, L.
3.4], hence ∂ν c(x0) > 0, which in light of the boundary condition in (8) entails that
(γ − c(x0))g(x0) > 0 and therefore c(x0) < γ. The lower bound has been proven in
Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.4. Let Ω satisfy (6). For every β ∈ (0,min {β0, β∗}), with β0 from Lemma
2.1, there is K > 0 such that for any α ≥ 0 and γ ≥ 0 and any g as in (7), every solution
c ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) of (8) satisfies
‖c‖Cβ(Ω) ≤ K
(
γ + αγeγ + γ‖g‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.3, applied with c˜ = c, we have 0 ≤ c ≤ γ, hence ∆c(x) =
αc(x)ec(x) ∈ [0, αγeγ ] for all x ∈ Ω. Moreover, ∂ν c(x) = g(x)(γ − c(x)) ∈ [0, γg(x)] for
all x ∈ ∂Ω. An application of Lemma 2.1 immediately concludes the proof.
Lemma 3.5. Let Ω satisfy (6) and β ∈ (0, β∗). For every α ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0, g as in (7) and
c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω), the boundary value problem (9) has a unique solution c ∈ C2+β(Ω).
Moreover, for every K > 0 there is C > 0 such that for every α ∈ [0,K], γ ∈ [0,K], g as
in (7) with ‖g‖C1+β(Ω) ≤ K and c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω) with ‖c˜‖Cβ(Ω) ≤ K we have that the solution
c of (9) satisfies
‖c‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C.
Proof. Existence and uniqueness of a solution are asserted by Lemma 2.2. The Schauder
estimate of Lemma 2.3 enables us to find a constant C0 = C0(K) > 0 such that any
solution c of (9) satisfies ‖c‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C0(‖c‖C0(Ω) + ‖γg‖C1+β(Ω)). An application of
Lemma 3.3 and the assumptions on γ and g turn this into the desired estimate.
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Lemma 3.6. Let Ω be as in (6), α ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0, g as in (7) and β ∈ (0,min {β∗, β0}]
with β0 as in Lemma 2.1. Then (8) has a solution c ∈ C2+β(Ω).
Moreover, for every K > 0 there is C > 0 such that for every α ∈ [0,K], γ ∈ [0,K], g
as in (7) with ‖g‖C1+β(Ω) ≤ K we have that every solution c of (8) satisfies
‖c‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C. (10)
Proof. We let Φ: Cβ(Ω)→ Cβ(Ω) be the function that maps c˜ ∈ Cβ(Ω) to the solution
c of (9). By Lemma 3.5, this function is well-defined and, moreover, compact. In order
to prepare an application of the Leray–Schauder fixed point theorem, we assume that
σ ∈ [0, 1] and c ∈ Cβ(Ω) are such that c = σΦ(c). Then ∆c = σ∆Φ(c) = ασΦ(c)ec =
αcec in Ω and ∂ν c = σ∂ν Φ(c) = σ(γ − Φ(c))g = (σγ − c)g on ∂Ω.
According to Lemma 3.3, c thus satisfies 0 ≤ c ≤ σγ in Ω. With C from Lemma 2.1, we
hence obtain that
‖c‖Cβ(Ω) ≤ C
(
‖c‖C0(Ω) + ‖αcec‖L∞(Ω) + ‖(σγ − c)g‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
≤ C (σγ + ασγeσγ + σγ‖g‖L∞(∂Ω)) ≤ Cγ(1 + αeγ + ‖g‖L∞(∂Ω)). (11)
Due to the Leray–Schauder theorem [15, Thm. 10.3], there is a fixed point c ∈ Cβ(Ω)
of Φ. The C2+β(Ω) estimate (10) results from (11) and the second part of Lemma 3.5,
applied with c˜ = c.
3.2 Dependence on α, part I: monotonicity (and uniqueness)
Having ensured that (8) is solvable for any parameter α, we can now turn our attention to
the dependence of the solution on this parameter. Apparently, this will provide crucial
information for the investigation of uniqueness of the system. We begin by revealing
monotonicity of c with respect to α:
Lemma 3.7. Let Ω satisfy (6), γ ≥ 0, let g be as in (7). Assume that α1 ≥ α2 > 0 or
α1 > α2 ≥ 0. If we let cα1 , cα2 ∈ C2(Ω)∩C1(Ω) denote solutions to (8) with α = α1 and
α = α2, respectively, then
cα1 ≤ cα2 in Ω.
Proof. Letting c˜ := cα1 − cα2 , we define Ω˜ := {x ∈ Ω | c˜(x) > 0} and note that Ω˜, which
can be assumed to be connected without loss of generality, is open. We assume that
Ω˜ is non-empty. Letting Γ1 := (∂Ω˜ ∩ ∂Ω)◦, with the interior taken with respect to the
relative topology of ∂Ω, and Γ2 := ∂Ω˜\Γ1 = ∂Ω˜ \ ∂Ω, we see that c˜ satisfies c˜|Γ2 = 0 and
∂ν c˜ = −gc˜ on Γ1. The normal on Γ1 coincides with the normal of ∂Ω. From α1 ≥ α2,
the monotonicity of ξ 7→ ξeξ on [0,∞) and nonnegativity of cα1 , cα2 according to Lemma
3.3, we conclude that
∆c˜ = α1cα1e
cα1 − α2cα2ecα2 ≥ α2(cα1ecα1 − cα2ecα2 ) > 0 in Ω˜
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if α2 > 0, or, if α1 > α2 = 0,
∆c˜ = α1cα1e
cα1 − α2cα2ecα2 > α2(cα1ecα1 − cα2ecα2 ) = 0 in Ω˜.
Since strict positivity of ∆c˜ shows that c˜ is not constant, the maximum principle [15,
Thm. 3.5] entails that there is x0 ∈ ∂Ω˜ such that c˜(x0) > c˜(x) for all x ∈ Ω˜. Necessarily,
x0 ∈ Γ1, because c˜|Γ2 = 0. From Hopf’s lemma [15, L. 3.4],
0 < ∂ν c˜(x0) = −g(x0)c˜(x0),
so that c˜(x0) < 0, in contradiction to the definition of Ω˜ and continuity of c˜. Hence
Ω˜ = ∅ and, accordingly, cα1 ≤ cα2 throughout Ω.
A first, important consequence of this monotonicity is uniqueness of solutions:
Lemma 3.8. Let Ω be as in (6), α > 0, γ ≥ 0, g as in (7). Then the solution to (8) is
unique in C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω).
Proof. We can apply Lemma 3.7 with α1 = α = α2.
3.3 Dependence on α, part II: Monotonicity of the mass
If we want to conclude uniqueness of solutions to (4) from unique solvability of (8), we
will be required to have determined α uniquely. (This is a step that does not hold true
in the classical Keller–Segel system.) To reach this objective, we will rely on the relation∫
Ω n =
∫
Ω αe
c between the bacterial mass and α. In order to prepare the necessary
differentiation of c, let us introduce the following auxiliary functions:
Given γ > 0, Ω as in (6) and g as in (7), for α1, α2 ∈ [0,∞) with α2 6= α1 we define
wα2,α1 :=
cα2 − cα1
α2 − α1 , (12)
where by cα1 and cα2 we denote the solution to (8) with α = α1 or α = α2, respectively.
Moreover, we define
f1,α2 := cα2e
cα2 (13)
and
f2,α1,α2 := α1e
cα1 + α1cα1e
cα1F (cα2 − cα1), (14)
where F is the nonnegative, analytic function defined by
F (z) =
{
ez−1
z for z 6= 0,
F (0) = 1.
(15)
The reason for the above choice of f1,α2 and f2,α1,α2 should become clear in the following
lemma:
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Lemma 3.9. Let Ω be as in (6), γ > 0, g as in (7) and α1, α2 ∈ [0,∞) with α1 6= α2.
Then the function wα2,α1 from (12) satisfies{
∆wα2,α1 = f1,α1 + f2,α1,α2wα2,α1 in Ω,
∂ν wα2,α1 = −gwα2,α1 on ∂Ω,
(16)
with f1,α2 as in (13) and f2,α1,α2 from (14).
Proof. If we use (8), we see that in Ω we have
∆(cα2 − cα1)
= α2cα2e
cα2 − α1cα1ecα1
= (α2 − α1)cα2ecα2 + α1(cα2 − cα1)ecα2 + α1cα1(ecα2 − ecα1 )
= (α2 − α1)cα2ecα2 + α1(cα2 − cα1)ecα2 + α1cα1ecα1 (ecα2−cα1 − 1)
= (α2 − α1)cα2ecα2 + α1ecα2 (cα2 − cα1) + α1cα1ecα1F (cα2 − cα1)(cα2 − cα1),
and division by α2 − α1 together with (13) and (14) shows (16). Also the boundary
condition results from (8) in a straightforward manner.
We already know the sign of solutions to (16):
Lemma 3.10. Let Ω be as in (6), γ > 0, g as in (7) and α1, α2 ∈ [0,∞) with α1 6= α2.
Then wα2,α1 ≤ 0.
Proof. According to (12), this is an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.7.
An estimate in the other direction is what we obtain next:
Lemma 3.11. Let Ω satisfy (6) and g (7). Let γ > 0. For any β ∈ (0, β∗), the boundary
value problem
∆w˜ = γeγ , ∂ν w˜ = −gw˜ (17)
has a unique solution w˜ ∈ C2+β(Ω), which satisfies that w˜ ≤ wα2,α1 ≤ 0 for any choice
of α1, α2 ∈ [0,∞) with α1 6= α2.
Proof. Unique solvability is ensured by Lemma 2.2. From Lemma 3.3, we know that
0 ≤ cα2 ≤ γ and hence 0 ≤ f1,α2 ≤ γeγ . Furthermore, f2,α1,α2 ≥ 0, so that from
non-positivity of wα2,α1 according to Lemma 3.10, we can conclude non-negativity of
∆(w˜ − w) = γeγ − f1,α2 − f2,α1,α2w.
Letting x0 ∈ Ω be such that (w˜ − w) obtains a maximum at x0, we will derive a
contradiction from (w˜ − w)(x0) ≥ 0. We can assume that either x0 ∈ ∂Ω and (w˜ −
w)(x0) > (w˜−w)(x) for every x ∈ Ω, which according to [15, L. 3.4] entails positivity of
∂ν (w˜−w)(x0) = −g(x0)(w˜−w)(x0) and hence negativity of (w˜−w)(x0), or that x0 ∈ Ω,
which, according to the maximum principle [15, Thm. 3.5] is only possible if w˜ − w is
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constant. But then γeγ − f1,α2 and f2,α1,α2w both have to be zero, resulting in cα2 ≡ γ
and either cα1 = cα2 ≡ γ or α1 = 0. Since γ > 0, this is only possible if α1 = 0 = α2 (cf.
Lemma 3.3), contradicting the assumption α1 6= α2. Hence, w˜ < w.
An important purpose of these pointwise estimates for w lies in serving as groundwork
for estimates in better spaces, thus preparing the application of Arzelà–Ascoli type ar-
guments.
Lemma 3.12. Let Ω and g be as in (6) and (7) and γ > 0. Then for every β ∈
(0,min {β∗, β0}), with β0 from Lemma 2.1, the following holds: For every K > 0 there is
a constant C > 0 such that for any choice of α1, α2 ∈ [0,K] with α1 6= α2, the function
wα2,α1 defined in (12) satisfies
‖wα2,α1‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C. (18)
Proof of Lemma 3.12. According to Lemma 2.3, for every Λ > 0, there is M > 0 such
that whenever
‖ϕ‖Cβ(Ω) ≤ Λ, ‖g‖C1+β(Ω) ≤ Λ, ‖ν‖C1+β(Ω) ≤ Λ
any solution w of (∆− ϕ)w = f in Ω, gw + ∂ν w = 0 on ∂Ω satisfies
‖w‖C2+β(Ω) ≤M(‖w‖L∞(Ω) + ‖f‖Cβ(Ω)).
With
Λ := max
{
sup
α1,α2∈[0,K]
‖f2,α1,α2‖Cβ(Ω), ‖g‖C1+β(Ω), ‖ν‖C1+β(Ω)
}
,
which is finite due to (6), (7) and a combination of (14) with Lemma 3.4, we can apply
this estimate, deriving that for every α1, α2 ∈ [0,K] with α1 6= α2,
‖wα2,α1‖C2+β(Ω) ≤M(‖wα2,α1‖L∞(Ω) + ‖f1,α2‖Cβ(Ω)).
Using that, again by Lemma 3.4, also supα2∈[0,K] ‖f1,α2‖Cβ(Ω) is finite, as is ‖wα2,α1‖L∞(Ω)
due to Lemma 3.11, we obtain (18) with C = M(‖w˜‖L∞(Ω) + supα2∈[0,K] ‖f1,α2‖Cβ(Ω)).
For obtaining the convergence of wα2,α1 as α2 → α1, the mere extraction of a convergent
subsequence, which has been prepared by Lemma 3.12, is insufficient. Fortunately for
the identification of its limit, Lemma 3.12 has another immediate consequence pertaining
to the continuity of the terms in (16) with respect to α:
Corollary 3.13. Let Ω satisfy (6), g be as in (7) and γ > 0. The map
Γ:
{
[0,∞)→ C2(Ω)
α 7→ cα
is continuous.
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Proof. If we insert the definition of wα2,α1 , (18) turns into
‖cα2 − cα1‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C|α2 − α1|,
ensuring Lipschitz continuity of Γ.
Now it is time to show that cα is differentiable with respect to α and to characterize the
derivative:
Lemma 3.14. Let Ω satisfy (6), g be as in (7) and γ > 0. For every α > 0, the function
c′α := limα2→α
wα2,α (19)
exists as limit in C2(Ω) and is the unique solution of{
∆c′α = cαecα + (αecα + αcαecα)c′α in Ω,
∂ν c
′
α = −gc′α on ∂Ω.
(20)
Proof. We let α > 0 and K := α + 1, so that from Lemma 3.12, we obtain C > 0 such
that for all α2 ∈ [0,K]
‖wα2,α‖C2+β(Ω) ≤ C. (21)
If then wα2,α were not convergent to the solution c′α of (20) as α2 → α, we could find
ε0 > 0 and a sequence (α2,k)k∈N ⊂ [0,K] with limit α such that ‖wα2,k,α− c′α‖C2(Ω) > ε0
for every k ∈ N. However, according to (21) and Arzelà–Ascoli’s theorem, for a suitably
chosen subsequence (α2,kj )j∈N, wα2,kj ,α converges in C
2(Ω) with a limit w. By Corollary
3.13, we have that limα2→α f2,α,α2 = αecα + αcαecα exists (as limit in C2(Ω)), so that w
would have to solve {
∆w = cαe
cα + (αecα + αcαe
cα)w
∂ν w = −gw.
But according to Lemma 2.2, this problem has a unique solution, i.e. c′α, which would
contradict the choice of (α2,k)k∈N.
The following estimate gives exactly the quantitative control on c′α that we will need:
Lemma 3.15. Assuming that Ω satisfies (6), g is as in (7) and γ > 0, we let α > 0.
Then the function c′α satisfies
0 ≥ c′α > −
1
α
.
Proof. We let ζk be a solution (whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 2.2 (i)) to(
∆− (αecα + αcαecα)
)
ζk = cαe
cα in Ω, ∂ν ζk = −
(
g +
1
k
)
ζk on ∂Ω.
In light of Lemma 2.3 and Arzelà–Ascoli’s theorem together with unique solvability of
(20), it is easy to see that ζk → c′α in C2(Ω) as k → ∞. For any k ∈ N, there is either
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x0 ∈ ∂Ω such that ζk(x0) < ζk(x) for all x ∈ Ω or there is x0 ∈ Ω such that ζk attains
its minimum at x0. In the former case, we are dealing with a minimum on the boundary
and hence 0 ≥ ∂ν ζk(x0) = −(g(x0) + 1k )ζk(x0), which due to negativity of −(g(x0) + 1k )
shows that ζk(x0) ≥ 0, so that ζk ≥ 0 in Ω. In the latter case, ∆ζk(x0) ≥ 0, i.e.
cα(x0)e
cα(x0) + (αecα(x0) + αcα(x0)e
cα(x0))ζk(x0) ≥ 0
and hence
cα(x0) + (α+ αcα(x0))ζk(x0) ≥ 0,
meaning that
ζk(x0) ≥ − cα(x0)
α(1 + cα(x0))
≥ − 1
α(1 + 1sup cα )
.
Passing to the limit k →∞, we infer
0 ≥ c′α ≥ −
1
α(1 + 1sup cα )
> − 1
α
in Ω,
where the first inequality is due to the defintion of c′α = limα2→αwα2,α and nonpositivity
of wα2,α by Lemma 3.10.
These preparations about c′α culminate in the following statement concerning the depen-
dence of the bacterial mass on α:
Lemma 3.16. Let Ω satisfy (6), g be as in (7) and γ > 0.
The map
m :
{
[0,∞)→ [0,∞)
α 7→ α ∫ ecα
is continuous in [0,∞), differentiable in (0,∞), monotone increasing, and surjective,
hence bijective.
Proof. Letting α > 0 and α2 ∈ (0,∞) \ {α}, we see that with F from (15)
m(α2)−m(α)
α2 − α =
∫
Ω
α2e
cα2 − αecα
α2 − α
=
∫
Ω
ecα +
∫
Ω
αecα
ecα2−cα − 1
α2 − α
=
∫
Ω
ecα +
∫
Ω
αecαF (cα2 − cα)wα2,α,
where we can pass to the limit α2 → α easily, thanks to Corollary 3.13 and Lemma 3.14,
obtaining the existence of
m′(α) =
∫
Ω
ecα +
∫
Ω
αecαc′α =
∫
Ω
ecα(1 + αc′α).
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The lower estimate c′α > − 1α from Lemma 3.15 shows that m′ is positive. Surjectivity
results from the trivial estimate
m(α) = α
∫
Ω
ecα ≥ α
∫
Ω
e0 = α|Ω|.
4 The system: Existence and uniqueness
We now want to employ the information on the scalar equation (8) obtained in the
previous section for solving the actual system (4). In order to make sure that each can
be transformed into the other, we look at the first equation of (4):
Lemma 4.1. Let Ω be a bounded domain and c ∈ C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω). Assume that n ∈
C2(Ω) ∩ C1(Ω) satisfies {
0 = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c) in Ω
∂ν n = n∂ν c on ∂Ω.
(22)
Then there is α ∈ R such that
n = αec. (23)
Proof. For any c with the assumed regularity, ec is a positive element of C2(Ω) ∩C1(Ω)
and
∆ec −∇ · (ec∇c) = ∇ · (ec∇c)−∇ · (ec∇c) = 0 in Ω.
If n ≡ 0, the assertion is trivial with α = 0. Note that −n is also a solution of (22),
therefore we can assume without loss of generality that there exists a point x0 ∈ Ω such
that n(x0) > 0. Thus, we have
4
∣∣∣∣∇√ nec
∣∣∣∣2ec = ∣∣∣∣∇ nec
∣∣∣∣2 e2cn =
∣∣∣∣∇nec − n∇ece2c
∣∣∣∣2 e2cn
=
( |∇n|2
n
− ∇n · ∇e
c
ec
)
+
(
n|∇ec|2
e2c
− ∇n · ∇e
c
ec
)
= ∇n · ∇ log n
ec
−∇ec · ∇ n
ec
= ∇n · ∇ log n
ec
− ∇ec · ∇ n
ec
(24)
in Ω+ := {x ∈ Ω | n(x) > 0} for every  > 0. The most useful form in which to use the
equation for n will be the weak version of (22): Each function ρ ∈ {n, ec} satisfies∫
Ω
∇ρ · ∇φ =
∫
Ω
ρ∇c · ∇φ for every φ ∈ H1(Ω). (25)
For  > 0 we consider ψ := max{ nec , 1}. We have that ψ(x0) 6= 1 if  < n(x0)ec(x0) . Note that
ψ,
√
ψ and log(ψ) belong to H1(Ω). We therefore are allowed to use ψ and log(ψ) as
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test functions in (25). By (24), it holds that
4
∫
{n≥ec}
∣∣∣∣∇√ nec
∣∣∣∣2ecdx = ∫{n≥ec}∇n · ∇ log necdx− 
∫
{n≥ec}
∇ec · ∇ n
ec
dx
=
∫
Ω
∇n · ∇ log(ψ)dx− 
∫
Ω
∇ec · ∇ψdx
(25)
=
∫
Ω
n∇c · ∇ log(ψ)dx−
∫
Ω
ec∇c · ∇ψdx
=
∫
{n≥ec}
∇c ·
(
n
∇n
n
− n∇e
c
ec
− e
c
ec
∇n+ ecn∇e
c
e2c
)
dx = 0.
By letting  → 0, we obtain that nec is constant on the connected component of Ω+
containing x0. Let A be the connected component of Ω+ that contains x0. We can
conclude that then there exists α > 0 such that n = αec on A. As c and n are continuous,
we have that n = αec > 0 also holds on A. However, this directly implies that A = Ω,
which yields the assertion.
With this, we can prove the main result:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Due to Lemma 3.16, there is exactly one number α ∈ [0,∞) such
that m(α) = m. With this α, Lemma 3.6 ensures solvability of (8), and setting n := αec,
we obtain a solution to (4) with
∫
Ω n = m(α).
On the other hand, if (n, c) ∈ (C2(Ω)∩C1(Ω))2 solves (4) and satisfies ∫Ω n ≥ 0, then by
Lemma 4.1, there exists a number α ≥ 0 such that n = αec. Thus, c solves (8) fulfilling
m =
∫
Ω n = α
∫
Ω e
c = m(α). Uniqueness of α satisfying m(α) = m and of the solution
of (8) with this value of α (according to Lemma 3.8) show uniqueness of the solution to
(4).
That this solution is not constant for
∫
Ω n > 0 implying α > 0 can be seen from Lemma
3.1.
5 The shape of the solution
Having shown existence and uniqueness of solutions, we want to use this section to
illustrate some of their qualitative properties and to gain insight into their shape. We
begin with the radially symmetric setting and the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Section 5.1.
Then we will turn our attention to the one-dimensional setting and the derivation of
an implicit representation of the solution, Section 5.2, and finally in Section 5.3 we will
present the results of some numerical experiments.
5.1 The radial setting and convexity
Here we treat the special case, where Ω := BR is the open ball of radius R at 0. Moreover,
we assume that g is constant. Let ∂r = x|x| · ∇ be the radial derivative. We can rewrite
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(4) into 
0 = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c) in BR
0 = ∆c− nc in BR
∂rc = (γ − c)g on ∂BR
∂rn = n∂rc on ∂BR
(26)
for some g > 0 and γ > 0. For fixed mass m > 0, this system admits a unique classical
solution (n, c) with n ≥ 0 such that ∫Ω n = m according to Theorem 1.1. This solution
has to be radially symmetric and we may write n(|x|) = n(x) as well as c(|x|) = c(x).
Moreover, we have seen in Lemma 4.1 that
n(r) = n(R)ec(r)−c(R)
is satisfied for all 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
Foundation of the proof of Theorem 1.2 will be the well-known fact that for smooth radi-
ally symmetric functions convexity is ensured if the second derivative in radial direction
has positive sign. We begin this section with an elementary proof of this fact.
Lemma 5.1. Let N ≥ 1, R > 0 and Ω = BR ⊂ RN . Let u : [0, R)→ R be differentiable
in 0 and (strictly) convex such that u′(0) ≥ 0. Then x 7→ u(|x|) is a (strictly) convex
function on Ω.
Proof. We assume that u is strictly convex. First, we show that u is monotone. Without
loss of generality, we assume that u(0) = 0, because otherwise we can consider the
function u− u(0). Let r > 0. By the convexity of u, we have
0 ≤ ru′(0) = lim
t→0
u(tr)
t
≤ u(r).
Thus, u is non-negative. Let 0 < r1 < r2. The strict convexity of u implies
u(r1) = u
(
r1
r2
r2 +
(
1− r1
r2
r2
)
0
)
<
r1
r2
u(r2) +
(
1− r1
r2
)
u(0) =
r1
r2
u(r2) ≤ u(r2),
which shows that u is strictly monotonously increasing. The next step is to prove that
x 7→ u(|x|) is strictly convex. Let x, y ∈ BR, x 6= y and t ∈ (0, 1).
Case 1: |x| = |y|: Due to the strict convexity of the ball B|x|, we obtain |tx+ (1− t)y| <
t|x|+ (1− t)|y|. Then the strict monotonicity of u yields
u(|tx+ (1− t)y|) < u(t|x|+ (1− t)|y|) ≤ tu(|x|) + (1− t)u(|y|),
where we have used that u is convex.
Case 2: |x| 6= |y|: The triangle inequality ensures that |tx+ (1− t)y| ≤ t|x|+ (1− t)|y|.
In this case, we employ the strict convexity of u and the fact that u is monotonically
increasing to see that
u(|tx+ (1− t)y|) ≤ u(t|x|+ (1− t)|y|) < tu(|x|) + (1− t)u(|y|).
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Thus, x 7→ u(|x|) is strictly convex. For the case of convexity instead of strict convexity,
the same proof applies with each ’<’ replaced by ’≤’.
In particular, Lemma 5.1 shows (strict) convexity of radially symmetric functions c ∈
C1(Ω) that are differentiable at 0 (and thus automatically satisfy ∂rc(0) = 0) and whose
radial derivative is (strictly) increasing (which entails convexity of the restriction of c to
a radial line). Both is the case for solutions c to (26):
Lemma 5.2. Let R > 0, Ω = BR, and let g > 0 and γ > 0 be constant. Then the
solution to (26) satisfies
∂rc(r) > 0 for r ∈ (0, R) and ∂rc is strictly increasing on (0, R).
Proof. Due to the radial symmetry of c and according to Lemma 4.1, we can rewrite the
equation for c as
1
rN−1
∂r
(
rN−1∂rc(r)
)
= αc(r)ec(r) for r ∈ (0, R) (27)
with some α > 0. Multiplying this by rN−1 and integration with respect to r entail that
∂rc(r) =
1
rN−1
∫ r
0
ρN−1αc(ρ)ec(ρ)dρ > 0 for every r ∈ (0, R),
where we have used that ∂rc(0) = 0 and c > 0. Substituting t = ρr in the integral, we
have
∂rc(r) = r
∫ 1
0
tN−1αc(rt)ec(rt)dt for r ∈ (0, R).
The positivity and strict monotonicity of c imply that r 7→ c(rt)ec(rt) and thus r 7→ ∂rc(r)
are strictly monotonically increasing. This was the assertion.
With this we can prove the second of our main theorems:
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Combining Lemma 5.2 with Lemma 5.1, we have that c is strictly
convex. Moreover, as the exponential function is strictly convex and increasing, n = αec
is also strictly convex.
Remaining in this setting, let us derive some estimates for c. It may be of particular
interest to note that upon the choice of r = R the following proposition also shows that
in either of the limits g → ∞ or m → 0, the boundary condition turns into a Dirichlet
boundary condition, as used in [38].
Proposition 5.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.2 it holds that
g
g +
√
m
|Ω|e
γ
e
(r−R)
√
m
|Ω| e
γ
γ ≤ c(r) ≤ γ. (28)
for 0 ≤ r ≤ R.
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Proof. First, not unlike (27), we rewrite the equation for c in spherical coordinates to
∂rrc+
N − 1
r
∂rc =
1
rN−1
∂r
(
rN−1∂rc
)
= αcec = nc, (29)
for some α > 0 as in (23). According to Lemma 5.2, ∂rc ≥ 0. In particular, this makes
the second summand on the left of (29) unnecessary and, moreover, shows that n is
maximal at R, so that
∂rrc ≤ n(R)c in (0, R), ∂rc(0) = 0, ∂rc(R) = gγ − gc(R).
Multiplying ∂rrc ≤ n(R)c by ∂rc, we obtain ∂r((∂rc)2) ≤ n(R)∂r(c2) and thus
(∂rc)
2 ≤ n(R)c2 in (0, R],
using that c ≥ 0. As ∂rc is non-negative in (0, R) and c(0) ≥ 0,
∂rc ≤
√
n(R)c in (0, R]. (30)
Using Grönwall’s inequality, we obtain that
c(R) ≤ c(r)e
√
n(R)(R−r) (31)
for every 0 < r ≤ R. We observe that the boundary condition and (30) enable us to
estimate c(R) by means of
0 ≤ gγ − gc(R) = ∂rc(R) ≤
√
n(R)c(R),
which is equivalent to the first inequality in
g
g +
√
n(R)
γ ≤ c(R) ≤ γ, (32)
whereas the second results from c(R) ≤ γ, a consequence of nonnegativity of ∂rc and the
boundary condition. Combining (32) with (31), we furthermore obtain that
g
g +
√
n(R)
e
√
n(R)(r−R)γ ≤ c(r) ≤ γ for all r ∈ (0, R]. (33)
If we use that α|Ω| ≤ α ∫Ω ec = m and account for (32), we can conclude that
n(R) = αec(R) ≤ m|Ω|e
γ ,
so that (28) follows from (33).
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5.2 The one-dimensional case
In this section, let us consider the one-dimensional setting, that is, Ω being an interval.
If (n, c) solves (4), from the previous sections we know that n = αec (where α depends
monotonically on the total mass
∫
Ω n of bacteria), and c solves c
′′ = αcec. Apparently, c
is strictly convex, thus having precisely one minimum in Ω. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that this is the case at 0 and consider the problem in (0, L), posing a
homogeneous Neumann boundary condition at 0 and the original boundary condition of
(4) at L. With G := g(L), we hence are dealing with
c′′ = αcec in (0, L), c′(0) = 0, c′(L) = Gγ −Gc(L).
Multiplying c′′ = αcec by c′, we obtain ((c′)2)′ = (2α(c− 1)ec)′ and thus
(c′)2 = 2α(c− 1)ec − 2α(c0 − 1)ec0 ,
where c0 := inf c = c(0). Due to c′(0) = 0 and c′′ being positive, we know that also c′ is
positive in (0, L). Therefore
c′ =
√
2α
√
(c− 1)ec − (c0 − 1)ec0 (34)
and for every x ∈ [0, L] we obtain
1√
2α
∫ c(x)
c0
1√
(c− 1)ec − (c0 − 1)ec0
dc = x. (35)
In order to eliminate the unknown parameter c0, we observe that the boundary condition
and (34) enable us to express c0 in terms of c(L) by means of
Gγ −Gc(L) =
√
2α
√
(c(L)− 1)ec(L) − (c0 − 1)ec0 ,
and that, thereby, finally, c(L) can be obtained from (35) with x = L.
5.3 Numerics
In this section we show numerical solution of the system (4) in three dimensional do-
mains. All numerical examples were implemented within the finite element library NG-
Solve/Netgen, see [32, 33]1.
Example 1:
Let Ω = B1(0) ⊂ R3, γ = g = 1 and m = 10 · |Ω| = 403 pi. According to Theorem 1.2,
there exists a unique classical solution (n, c) of the system (4). The uniqueness directly
1The authors like to thank Matthias Hochsteger, Lukas Kogler, Philip Lederer and Christoph Winter-
steiger for their support using the NGSolve/Netgen library.
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implies that n and c are radially symmetric. This can be observed on the cross section
{x ∈ B1(0) : x1 = 0} in Figure 2 and 3. Figure 1 shows the dependency of the bacteria
density n and oxygen concentration c on the radius |x|. The plots confirm that n and c
are convex as proved by Theorem 1.2. Moreover, we see that n is one magnitude larger
than c. This can be explained as follows. By Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 3.16, we have that
n = αec for some α > 0, where α is uniquely determined by m. In particular, for every
x, y ∈ Ω,
n(x) ≥ n(y)
maxn
·minn.
Hence, for all x ∈ Ω,
n(x) ≥ minn
maxn
· 1|B1(0)|
∫
B1(0)
n(y)dy = emin c−max c
m
|B1(0)| .
The numerical solution c is bounded from below by 0.088 and from above by 0.311.
Inserting these bounds together with m/|B1(0)| = 10, we obtain that n(x) ≥ 8, which
we can also observe in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Dependency of the bacteria density n and oxygen concentration c on the radius
in Example 1
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Figure 2: Bacteria density n visualized on the cross section {x ∈ B1(0) : x1 = 0},
Example 1
Figure 3: Oxygen concentration c visualized on the cross section {x ∈ B1(0) : x1 = 0},
Example 1
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Example 2:
Let Ω = {x ∈ B1(0) : x3 > −0.5} and γ = 1 and g(x) = 1 if |x| = 1 and g(x) = 0 else.
The flat boundary of Ω shall model the boundary between water and a solid surface. We
consider the solution with mass
∫
Ω n = 10|Ω|. Note that neither Ω nor g are covered
by the analytical results in this paper. Smooth approximations thereof, however, are.
Assuming uniqueness of the solution (n, c) yields that the solution is symmetric w.r.t.
the axis {(0, 0, z) : z ∈ R}. Therefore, the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0} as shown
in Figure 4 and 5 contains all the information. We can see in Figure 4 and 5 that
the bacteria density and the concentration of the oxygen have their largest value at
the interface between water and gas. For the oxygen concentration, this is reasonable,
because this interface acts as an oxygen source. As the bacteria prefer regions of higher
oxygen concentration, they tend to move to this part of the boundary. Similarly to the
previous example the difference the bacteria density is one magnitude larger than the
oxygen concentration.
Figure 4: Bacteria density n visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0}, Example 2
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Figure 5: Oxygen concentration c visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0},
Example 2
Example 3:
In the third example, we consider again Ω = {x ∈ B1(0) : x3 > −0.5} and γ = 1 and
g(x) = 1 if |x| = 1 and g(x) = 0 else. The analytical results in this article have already
demonstrated that high concentrations near the boundary can largely be explained by
the influence of the boundary condition. The experimental setting and the model in [38]
additionally involved interaction with the surrounding fluid. In this simulation, let us
hence couple the equation to the stationary Navier-Stokes equation modeling the flow of
water inside the drop as in [38], i.e.
u · ∇n = ∆n−∇ · (n∇c),
u · ∇c = ∆c− nc,
u∇u = ∆u+∇P − n∇Φ, ∇ · u = 0.
We choose a relatively strong gravitational potential Φ(x1, x2, x3) = 100x3 in order to
see the difference to system (4). The boundary conditions are given by
∂ν c = (1− c)g on ∂Ω
∂ν n = n∂ν c on ∂Ω
u = 0 on ∂Ω.
Thus, this system is the stationary problem corresponding to the system (2). The fol-
lowing plots show the numerical solution for given mass
∫
Ω n = 10|Ω|.
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Figure 6: Bacteria density n visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0}, Example 3
Figure 7: Oxygen concentration c visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0},
Example 3
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We again visualize n, c, u and P on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0}. The plot of the
oxygen concentration c in Figure 7 is similar to the previous example. This can again be
explained by the water-gas interface acting as an oxygen source. However, the bacteria
density visualized in Figure 6 is different to Figure 4 because of the gravitation in the
downward direction ∇Φ = (0, 0,−100). Therefore, the bacteria density at the top of the
water drop is smaller than on the sides. Note that again the maximal bacteria density
is to be expected at the water-gas interface because of the preference of the bacteria to
higher oxygen concentration, which can be seen in Figure 7.
In Figure 8, we see that the flow u is in downward direction at the sides of the water
drop, where the bacteria density reaches its maximum. Inside the water drop, where n
takes its smallest value, the flow is directed into the opposite direction. The reason for
this relies on the modeling assumptions that the flow is generated by the gravitational
force of the bacteria. This moreover entails that the pressure P admits its maximum at
the bottom of the drop (see Figure 9).
Figure 8: Flow u visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0} - the colors reflect the
magnitude |u| and the arrows show the direction u|u| , Example 3
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Figure 9: Pressure p visualized on the cross section {x ∈ Ω : x1 = 0}, Example 3
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